Kahlil Gibran on Befriending Time
by Maria Popova
I have been thinking about time lately, as I watch the seasons turn and wait for a
seemingly endless season of the heart to set; I have been thinking about Ursula K. Le
Guin’s lovely “Hymn to Time” and its kaleidoscopic view of time as stardust scattered in
“the radiance of each bright galaxy” and the “eyes beholding radiance,” time as a portal
that “makes room for going and coming home,” time as a womb in which “begins all
ending”; I have been thinking about Seneca, who thousands of seasons ago insisted in
his Stoic’s key to living with presence that “nothing is ours, except time.”
And yet there is something odd about this notion of time as property. We are asked to
give things time; we speak of taking time — time off of something, time toward
something. But how do we give or take this fine-grained sand that slips through the
fingers the moment we try to cup it? Perhaps time is not so much the substance in the
hand as the substance of the hand; perhaps Borges was right in his sublime refutation of
time: “Time is a river which sweeps me along, but I am the river; it is a tiger which
destroys me, but I am the tiger; it is a fire which consumes me, but I am the fire.”
How, then, do we befriend the thing that both destroys us and is us?
That is what poet, painter, and philosopher Kahlil Gibran (January 6, 1883–April 10, 1931)
explores with great subtlety of sentiment in a passage from his timelessly rewarding 1923
classic The Prophet (public library), which also gave us his abiding wisdom on the building
blocks of true friendship, the courage to weather the uncertainties of love, and what may
be the finest advice ever offered on parenting and on the balance of intimacy and
independence in a healthy relationship.
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When an astronomer beckons Gibran’s protagonist to speak of time, the Prophet
responds:
You would measure time the measureless and the immeasurable.
You would adjust your conduct and even direct the course of your spirit according to
hours and seasons.
Of time you would make a stream upon whose bank you would sit and watch its flowing.
Yet the timeless in you is aware of life’s timelessness,
And knows that yesterday is but today’s memory and tomorrow is today’s dream.
And that that which sings and contemplates in you is still dwelling within the bounds of
that first moment which scattered the stars into space.
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In a sentiment that calls to mind Patti Smith’s elegant meditation on time, transformation,
and the seasons of the heart, he adds:
And is not time even as love is, undivided and paceless?
But if in your thought you must measure time into seasons, let each season encircle all
the other seasons,
And let today embrace the past with remembrance and the future with longing.
Complement with Gibran on silence, solitude, and the courage to know yourself, then time
travel a century ahead with the fascinating contemporary neuropsychology of how time
perception modulates our experience of self and a touching recording of Neil
Gaiman reading Le Guin’s ode to timelessness to his 100-year-old cousin.

